WHEN THE DIGITAL
& PHYSICAL WORK
TOGETHER, YOUR
BUSINESS WORKS
BETTER.
Today technology does more than keep the lights on.
It transforms the way we work.
At One Workplace, we blend physical space with

Intelligent soundscapes combine the restorative

technology to create environments that help

power of nature with cutting-edge technology,

future needs with an integrated approach.

with the right balance to support wellness and

organizations work better today and anticipate

By integrating connectivity and cloud-based

so your team can do their best work every day
productivity.

applications, employees can have instant access

And we do it all sustainably – delivering better

need it.

the flexibility to evolve over time with your

to the information they need, wherever they

Our security solutions blend passive elements

like walls, dividers, and exits with active security
components like cameras and electronic access,
to work seamlessly within your environment.

communications, frictionless collaboration, and
business needs.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Workplace Sound

Security & Structured Cabling

– Sound Scaping

– Card Readers

– Speech Privacy

– Music Distribution

Collaboration
– Group Collaboration

– Video Conferencing and Collaboration

– Surveillance

– Wireless Access Points
– Cable Connectivity

Space Analytics

– Occupancy and Usage Studies

Display & Wayfinding
– Digital Signage and Video Walls
– Room Scheduling

– Digital Wayfinding

OUR SERVICES
Consulting

We strategize with you to determine the best technology to implement based on a needs assessment before
construction begins. This process ensures that your solution is more efficient, saves time and money, and
meets the needs on the first day of business.

Design Build

Our technology staff of certified, highly trained professionals can manage the process from design through
installation, from estimation through post construction. Having a single point of contact keeps the process
simple and efficient.

Program Management

Whether you’re creating a new facility or renovating an existing space, great workplaces require constant
change. Our project managers and engineers can help you stay one step ahead by working directly with

architects, general contractors, and facilities management to deliver the best technology available on time.

Ongoing Services and Onsite Support

When your technology stops, everything stops. Our job is to make sure it stays in sync and if problems happen,

they can be fixed fast. From remote management and help desk support, to on-site staffing, moving, or standby
backup for special events, our ongoing services ensure your technology is always covered.

SANTA CLARA | SAN FRANCISCO | OAKLAND | SACRAMENTO | SALINAS
TECHNOLOGYGROUP@ONEWORKPLACE.COM

